
Poetry Second Prize

TITLE

Sensory Deprivation / Dream Poetics

AUTHOR

Damian Lopes

PUBLISHER

Coach House Books

COVER DESIGNER

Damian Lopes

TEXT DESIGN ER

Damian Lopes

I LLUSTRATOR

Damian Lopes

PRINTER

Coach House Printing

SIZE

12.5 x 17.5 cm
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Poetry Third Prize

ADRIAN HALLER

A Dream of Sulphur

AUTHOR

Aurian Haller

PUBLISHER

McGill-Queen’s University Press

TEXT DESIGNER

Typho Litho Composition Inc.

I LLUSTRATOR

Sonia Chow

PRINTER

AGMV

SIZE

13 x 18 cm

A DREAM

Of

SULPHUR

A blackbird beauhis wings 
against the deck window 
eyes bearing dumbly 
the beam 
oil car headlight.

Fiddleheads slip underground 
Io the drip of threaded faucets, 
dogs whimpering by the stove. 
The M> of us asleep.

Events are sudden desperate things 
on the road 
out of overgrown ditches.
slipping away - 
the blur of winter shorelines.

Tomorrow to Anchorage, then south 
as we lease the cabin behind,
dark windows retreating 
under the eaves and early snow:

carrying relics to the family: 
kidney stones intact, 
children's teeth shown at weddings.

albino shell 
a hermit crab's 
borrowed.

The neighbours, 
who keep their mother on a shelf, 
argue on occasion. Bury her 
for Chrioahe!
These battered pines grow thick
from bending.

Our awkward migrations 
from the city, over 
five thousand miles of wilderness, 
are small and sad. 
restless as wolves 
pacing the shoreline, waiting 
for a crossing.

In the northwest passage 
tankers sink quickly 
one end at a time.
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Poetry HonourableMention

TITLE

Apostrophes iv
Speaking You is Holiness

AUTHOR

E.D. Blodgett

PUBLISHER

The University of Alberta Press

COVER DESIGNER

Alan Brown off

TEXT DESIGNER

Alan Brownoff

I LLUSTRATOR

John Freeman

PRINTER

Friesens

SIZE

16.5x16.5 cm

If there is nothing we possess, then our bodk-s are (he 1« 
of our possessions. We foe us ire our occasions. the body that 
you grant to mine is mine when mine is yours, both of us possessed 
when wholly dispossessed, and we are no one then, tying in 
each other's amts, the music that would enter you a music that 
enters me. Who is it then that gazes at the world, arms 
against the window sill, looking through the air. who sees the trees

where they are standing in the light, trees that stood Itefore they rose 
upon the eyes, solitary in the sun, their branches bearing 
seasons? Let us say that it is its where shadows tail, the weight 
of seasons. sun and leaves remembered infinitesimal upon 
our flesh, but flesh th« now is not ours but abandoned where 
we by, the trees abuse us our now. rhe seasons moving them 
moling us. the temporalities of summers our embrace.

Sequentia Anagoge
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